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Gold
Inspired by the embroidered initials 
on tailor-made shirts my Italian great 
grandfather used to make. Gold 
accentuates femininity with a simple 
golden thread. 

Handmade and hand embroidered in 
black and white Lenzing Modal®.
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La Blanche
The simplicity of a gold thread.



Le Noir
The simplicity of a gold thread.
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La Cami Blanche Le Cami Noire

Camisoles
Inspired by the embroidered initials on tailor-made 
shirts my Italian great grandfather used to make. 
Gold tells the story of accentuating ones personality 
with a simple golden thread. 

Handmade and hand embroidered in black and 
white Lenzing Modal®.
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Les Voyageurs
Inspired by countless sunsets over the 
oceans, overwhelming mountain views, 
star constellations, and the hundreds of 
roads travelled.

Each design evokes the feminine senses, 
it may be a connection, a boost of energy 
or a grounded calm. 

Les Voyageurs ignites the modern day 
nomad in all of us.

Handmade and hand printed with five 
colors on the finest Lenzing Modal®.
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Aereo
Inspired by overwhelming mountain views 
and to be worn to feel more grounded.
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Rocket
Inspired by star constellations 
and to be worn for super powers.



Car
Inspired by the hundreds of roads  
travelled and to be worn not to forget.



Columbus
Inspired by countless sunsets over the 
oceans and to be worn for that connection.
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Originals
Unique single one pieces. Each design 
is based on a true story.

Handmade and hand printed with one 
color on the finest Lenzing Modal®.
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La Pompadour
Wear on those days you feel like 
romantically gazing in the far aways.



Le Meridien
Wear if you feel the need to stay  
within your own energy flow.



The Design
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“I’ve always been searching for such 
underwear and during my travels I 
realized that nobody makes them and 
if nobody does then I should.”

My idea for “Les Culottes” was born on 
the ocean side in a little African village, 
during a one-year road trip with my 
family.

It is inspired by the desire for 
comfortable underwear with playful 
and exclusive patterns. It is dedicated 
to the women of the now: modern 
day nomads with a lust for life, who 
constantly seek new adventures while 
being surrounded by style and comfort. 

The prints are passionately designed 
to define feminine contours and bring 
shape to basic underwear. The cut is 
specifically created for an impeccable 
fit with an elasticity that holds it in 
place but does not bother. 

The first collection is called 
‘Les Voyageurs’; each piece has 
geometrical compositions with a 
unique blueprint. They are delightful 
landscapes inspired by my journey: 
countless sunsets over the oceans, 
overwhelming mountain views, star 
constellations, and the hundreds of 
roads travelled. 

Les Culottes are handmade and 
printed individually, making each 
piece unique. They are crafted in Italy 
of the finest Lenzing Modal, a fiber 
extracted from sustainable beech 
trees. It’s durable, soft as silk and it 
breathes. It just slips on! 




